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INTRODUCTION

There are probably as many techniques to validate computer codes for criticality

safety purposes as there are computer codes and code validators. One method used at

Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., to validate the KENO code and associated cross

sections consists of determining a single-sided, uniform-width, closed-interval, lower

tolerance band for ken of critical systems. L2 For application, this lower tolerance band

becomes the upper safety limit (USL) acceptance criteria for subcriticality based upon

the KENO calculations. A system is considered acceptably subcritical if a calculated ken

plus 2 standard deviations lies below this upper safety limit (i.e., ken + 2o < USL).

DESCRIPTION

The technique requires determining the linear-least-squares fit of the data, k(x) =

b0 + blx, as a function of some independent variable and determining the variance of the

data fit, s2ktxr A multiplier, C, of the standard deviation of the fit is determined such that

there is at least _ confidence that a proportion, P, of the population (of future

calculations of critical systems) will lie above the line defined by k(x) -Cs_tx). The a

confidence is defined by a = 1 - ¥1/2 - ¥2, where (1 - ¥1) is the one-sided confidence

band about the linear regression and (1 - ¥2) is the confidence on the variance of the fit.

The width of the tolerance band depends not only on the values selected for P

and ct, but also on the range of the independent variable, x, the number of data points, n,



and the variance of the fit, s2¢x). An advantage of this statistical method to code

validation is that it allows the USL to be established such that there is a high degree of

confidence that a system which satisfies the acceptance criteria is subcritical. The

approach eliminates the need to apply an arbitrary safety margin and allows the range of

applicability and any trends and bias in the data to be taken into account.

Since the tolerance band is a constant width, a minimum confidence criteria is met

for any value (lying above the lower tolerance band) over the entire range of the

independent variable. If ct is set at 0.95 and P is set to 0.999, then there is at least 95%

confidence that 999 out of 1000 future calculations of critical systems will yield a k_,

value above the lower tolerance band. For criticality safety purposes, it is inferred that

for two similar (but independent) calculations of a system which yields k_ values below

the confidence band, there is a 95% confidence that the probability of the system being

critical is less than 1 x 10"6.

Figure 1 graphically depicts example results of the uniform-width, closed-interval,

lower-tolerance-band technique, where

1. k(x) = b0 + b_x is the linear regression fit,

2. k(x) - CSktx)is defined as the upper safety limit (USL),

3. C is the multiplier to meet the desired tolerance-band criteria (the methodology for

determining C is outlined in Ref. 2), and
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4. the estimated variance of the fit (commonly called the mean-square error) is

•%, - - [E l-
n-z E J

This validation technique does not specifically determine a caiculational bias or safety

margin. However, a value for the safety margin can be inferred, as shown in Fig. 1,

where

5. the (1 - y_) confidence for a single future calculation is a one-sided, uniform-width

confidence band derived from Ref. 3,

6. the safety margin is the difference between the (1 - y_) confidence band for a single

future calculation and the upper safety limit, and

7. Ai% = k(x) - 1.0 is the calculational bias.

An integral part of a code validation effort is to define the range of applicability.

This is accomplished by evaluating the calculated results as a function of various

independent variables. Tile independent variables should be system-dependent paraineters

that are easily identifiable for both the critical experiments modeled in the validation and for

any future calculations of actual problems. Parameters, such as the average energy group

causing fission (AEG) and the ratio of thermal neutron absorption to total absorption

(At/A), have been used as independent variables: 's Other parameters, such as the

hydrogen-to-fissile atom ratio (H/X), fissile material enrichment, fissile material density, etc.,

can be used for specific-purpose validations, but may not be adequate for broad-range code

validation purposes.



CONCLUSIONS

The single-sided, uniform-width, lower-tolerance-band technique is a statistically valid

method for code validation purposes. The lower tolerance band becomes the upper safety

limit for criticality calculational purposes. There is a high degree of confidence that a

calculated result which satisfies the acceptance criteria (lten + 2a < USL) is indeed
r

subcritical. Although a safety margin is not specifically determined, a safety margin can be

inferred from this technique.
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SUMMARY OF CODE VALIDATION REQUIREMENTS

ANS/ANSI 8.17, 57.2, 57.3, 57.7, and
USNRC REGGUIDE 3.52

BASICALLY ka < kc- Aku- Akm

where k, = maximumallowable calculated k_
k¢ = ko, resultingfrom benchmark

calculations.
A1%= biasand uncertaintiesin benchmark

criticalexperimentsand the system
being calculated.

Akm= an arbitrarymargin of subcriticality:
0.05 unless a smallervalue can be
justified,but not lessthan 0.02.

RANGE OF APPLICABILITY: no guidance provided



THE SINGLE - SIDED, UNIFORM WIDTH,
CLOSED-INTERVAL, LOWER TOLERANCE

BAND TECHNIQUE
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THE SINGLE - SIDED, UNIFORM WIDTH,
CLOSED-INTERVAL, LOWER TOLERANCE

BAND TECHNIQUE

For a set of n kencalculationsof critical experiments, with
the correspondingindependent variable:

1. Determine the linear-least-squaresfit of data as a
function of the independentvariable, k(x).

2. Determine the pooled variance, Sp.

3. Determine a multiplier C of the pooled standard
deviationsuchthat overthe range of the independent
variablethere isan a confidencethat a proportionP of
the populationof criticalexperimentswill be abovethe
lower tolerance band; LTB=k(x) - C.Sp.

4. The LTB is defined as the upper safety limit, USL. For
criticality safety purposes, the USL becomes the
acceptance criteriafor subcriticality;

ke. -'_-2o < USL



STEP 1: DETERMINE THE LINEAR- LEAST- SQUARES
FIT OF DATA, k(x)

k(x) =bo + b lx , where

b,(slope)= _ (x,-x)(k_-k,) , and
(x,-x)

ki-bl_ x i .
bo(intersept ) =

n

x -_x' , andk - Ek`
n n



STEP 2: DETERMINE POOLED VARIANCE, s2

2 2 2 where
Sp = Sk(x) + Sw,

S_(x)(variance of the fit, or mean square error)

-_1 E (k_-_)2 - _ (x,-_c) (k,-k)] 2 I and"-2 E (Xi -X)2 '

s_ (the '_vithin"variance of the data)

1 2
=_E Oi

/'l

' 1
m

POOLED STANDARD DEVIATION Sp = (s_)2



STEP 3: DETERMINE MULTIPLIER C

_2 L4miC=C*

X(..._Xl--f_)J

a is confidence level (typically0.95)

P is proportionof the population(typically0.999)

For the one-sided tolerar,ce band technique,

a = 1 Y1 where
2 Y2,

(1-71) isthe confidenceon the linearregression,usually
set at 0.95, and

(1-y2) is the confidence on the variance of the fit

' when ¢=0.95 and (1-y_) = 0.95, then (1-7.2)= 0.975
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STEP 3: DETERMINE MULTIPLIER C (Cont'd)

(a)DETERMINE C*

Over the range of the independent variable, a < x < b,
calculate g, h, p, and A, where

111 + (a-x)(b-x) andP- Eh }3(,,-;)' '

A = glh



STEP 3: DETERMINE MULTIPLIER C (Cont'd)

(a) DETERMINE C* (Cont'd)

A, p, and (n-2) are used to determine the value D from
Table 3 of Reference 1, at the _ confidence. Table 3
covers the range of 0.5 < ,4 _ 1.5; then

C* =D.g

if A is outside the range of 0.5 to 1.5, then use l/A, p, and
(n-2) to determine the value of D ; then

C*=D'h



STEP 3: DETERMINE MULTIPLIER C (Cont'd)

(b) DETERMINE

I .-2 1_
Zp 2---

X(n-2)(1-_,2)

where:

zp isthe standard normalvariable of the proportionp for a
normal distribution,and

X_._2×___2) is from the chi-squared distribution for (n-2)
degrees of freedom at the (1- _,2)confidence.



STEP 4: GRAPHICALLY DEPICT RESULTS

Range of APpI;cability

Upper Safety Limit (US[.). k(x) - C_p

For criticality safeh.
standard derivations purposes, a calculated ke" plus two

must be below the USL,

ko. +20 < USL
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INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

• Should be system dependent parameters

• Easily identifiable for both
- the critical experiments modeled in the; validation
- future calculations of actual problems

• Examples'.

- average energy group causing fission, AEG

- ratio of thermal absorptions to total absorptions, AJA

- ratio of total fissions to thermal fissions, F/Ft

- ratio of thermal fissions to thermal absorptions, FJAt

- ratio of moderator to fissile species, H/X

- enrichment



RANGE OF APPLICABILITY

A. Th,? bounds of the independent variable

-Interpolation
- Extrapolation

B. Code similarity

- Modeling options
- Cross section sets
- Cross section processing

C. System similarity

- Fissilematerials
- Geometries
- Moderators
- Material compositions
- Neutron absorbers



MARGIN OF SUBCRITICALITY

The margin of subcriticality is defined as the difference
between the (1-y_)confidence on the linear regression ffor
a single future calculation"and the upper safety limit,USL.

W(x) = t(l_v,rsp 1+- + , where. 1

isfrom the student-tdistributionat (1-y_)and (n-2)t(1-_,)

degrees of freedom,

Sp from step 2

w(x) equation from Reference c, chapter 5.



MARGIN OF SUBCRITICALITY (Cont'd)

Determine W(x) at x=a (lowest value of the independent
variable) and at x=b (largest value of the independent
variable); use the larger.

Akb calculational bias

k(x) = bo + bl_ ........

!.00 -- - - ..........................

Future single calculation confidence band

0> J sin_!e future calculation_________-......

(I _I[ confidence for a ...........
0 ---'-'-'--

0
!
v

s Margin of subcriticality
k (x)USL = - _2_.........

Ran9e of Applicability
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SUMMARY

THE SINGLE-SIDED, UNIFORM-WIDTH CLOSED-
INTERVAL, LOWER TOLERANCE BAND TECHNIQUE
APPEAR3 TO SATISFY ALL REQUIREMENTS FOR
CRITICALITYCODE VALIDATION

• lt is a statisticallyvalid method.

• The technique treats the bias and uncertaintiesas a
single entity; values for the average bias and
uncertaintycan be deduced.

• A margin of subcriticalitycan be inferred, which is
consistentwith currentstandards.
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